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. Introduction

It is an oft-repeated criticism that skeptical philosophers should not even
speak if they do not know anything. How, a fortiori, could they write
anything? And would they venture to write or speak if they indeed sus-
pend their judgment about whether anything can be known or taught?1

It is possible that Pyrrho was in such a depressing position, for his pro-
motion of ��ασ�α as one of the goals of philosophy should lead him
to the renunciation of describing things as they are.2 It seems, in fact,
that Pyrrho “led a life consistent with this doctrine,” as Antigonus of
Carystus maintained (apud DL IX ; Hick’s translation), since he did
not write anything, at least in the field of philosophy.3 The numerous
anecdotes about his life transmitted by Diogenes, even if they are largely
fictitious, lead us to suspect that he had a strange relationship with lan-
guage.4

However, considering the output of two philosophers who—at differ-
ent times and in different ways—claimed to follow Pyrrho’s philosophy
and way of life, Timon of Phlius and Sextus Empiricus, the renunciation
of writing seems not to be essential to Pyrrhonism.5 As a matter of fact,

1 Cf.Outlines of Pyrrhonism (PH) III –, AdversusMathematicos (AM) XI –
, and AM I – for the Pyrrhonist’s arguments against teaching. This question has
also been asked by Sluiter (), .

2 For this position, see Eusebius, Praeparatio Evangelica (PE) XIV , – (T. 
Decleva Caizzi b, hereafter DC).

3 DL I  (T.  DC), IX  (T.  DC); Aristoclesapud Eusebius, PEXIV ,  (T. 
DC). However, atAM I –, Sextus mentions a poem for Alexander. Cf. Bett (),
 n. .

4 Cf. Brunschwig (), . For a critical approach to the bio-doxographical mate-
rial on Pyrrho, see Bett (), ch. .

5 By ‘Pyrrhonism’ I mean the ancient philosophical movement which defined itself
in reference to Pyrrho. It includes the first Pyrrhonians (Timon in the first place, but also
Eurylochus, Philo of Athens, and Hecataeus of Abdera; cf. DL IX –) and the ‘neo-
Pyrrhonians’ from Aenesidemus to Saturninus, the pupil of Sextus mentioned in DL IX
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even if most of Timon’s work has been lost, this first Pyrrhonian is known
to have been a prolific author; and Sextus in turn is not particularly apha-
sic. Should we conclude that their Pyrrhonism has a ‘dogmatic’ relation-
ship to writing, in the sense that by writing they accede to communicat-
ing the opinions they seem to hold, something that Pyrrho deliberately
avoids for philosophical reasons? Does this fact mean that they commit
a kind of parricide against a philosopher whom they chose to present,
if not as a master, at least as their main reference?6 Ever since the works
of Victor Brochard and later Marcel Conche on Pyrrho, scholars have
insisted on the discontinuity of the Pyrrhonian tradition.7 It is a fact that
in the interval between Pyrrho and Sextus Empiricus, the philosophy of
Pyrrhonism underwent transformations, for example into ‘skepticism’.8
Nevertheless, Pyrrhonism was never a school or a tradition with a suc-
cession of scholarchs and theses defining its core; consequently let us set
aside the conventional wisdom in favor of a fresh inquiry as to the iden-
tity or the continuity of Pyrrhonism. One way to go about this might be to
askwhy Pyrrhonian philosophers chose such an odd master, and what, in
their philosophy, could correspond to Pyrrho’s position. The aim of this
paper is to focus on the Pyrrhonian writing style in order to show some
continuity in ancient Pyrrhonism: after a short overview of Timon’s com-
positional form, I shall investigate how Sextus handles the Pyrrhonians’
mistrust of writing in his own philosophical works.

. However, speaking of ‘Pyrrhonism’ does not imply the existence of this movement as
a school or its historical continuity. Note also that I will use ‘Pyrrhonism’ and ‘Skepticism’
(with a capital ‘S’) interchangeably.

6 Timon was considered as � πρ
��της τ�ν Π�ρρων
ς λ�γων by Sextus (AM I )
who also says that “Pyrrho appears to us to have attached himself to Scepticism more
systematically and conspicuously than anyone before him” (PH I ; I follow the translation
in Annas & Barnes ). Even if we have reasons to presume that Sextus tries to
introduce some distance between his own outlook and Pyrrho’s (cf. Lévy , ff.),
such a declaration testifies that, for Sextus, there is a common feature between him and
Pyrrho.

7 See Brochard (), : “le père du pyrrhonisme paraît avoir été fort peu pyr-
rhonien.” See also Couissin (), ; Conche (), ; Decleva Caizzi (a), ;
Bett (), ff.; Spinelli (b), –.

8 It is sufficient to say, for now, that Pyrrho did not use the term ‘skepticism’. The
technical sense of the term may have appeared with Timon (cf. PH I ; fr.  Di Marco
), who uses σκεπτ
σ�νη (see Mansfeld , ; contra cf. Bett , ). The
term more probably arises in the first century bc with Aenesidemus; at least it appears
clearly with this sense in a passage of Philo of Alexandria (Quaestiones et Solutiones in
Genesim III ). For a study of Philo’s links with Skepticism, cf. Bréhier (), ff.,
Lévy (, ).
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. Timon

As regards Timon, Diogenes Laertius tells us that he “used to write
poems. These included epics, tragedies, satyric dramas, thirty comedies
and sixty tragedies, besides Silloi (lampoons) and Indalmoi. There are also
reputed works of his extending to twenty thousand verses . . . ” (DL IX
–).9 Although we know that Timon also wrote ‘classical’ philo-
sophical treatises, like theΠερ�α�σ��σεωςmentioned by Diogenes Laer-
tius IX  and a Πρ�ς τ
�ς �υσικ
�ς,10 the few extant lines of these
works give evidence of an effort to escape from classical philosophi-
cal forms. Moreover, the Silloi—described by Aristocles of Messene as
“insults against all men”11—criticize the “disease of gossip” within the
whole history of philosophy.12 Even though it appears that Timon made
efforts to convert his master’s attitude into discourses,13 it also seems
that he tried to invent some original ways to expound his philosophi-
cal position in a manner that does not totally betray Pyrrho’s tenet of
avoiding writing. The Pytho, for instance, adopts a narrative style for
expounding his first encounter with Pyrrho. This narration—polemically
summarized by Aristocles14—shows signs of symbolic construction: the
encounter between Timon and Pyrrho happened in the sanctuary of
Amphiaraus, a hero with some Pyrrhonian virtues.15 So, even though the
Pytho included some theoretical passages like the famous T. ,16 such
passages were inserted inside a literary construction comparable in its
subtlety to that of Plato’s dialogues.

9 Translation by Hicks corrected following Brunschwig (),  n. , who suggests
reading �νδαλμ
�ς instead of κινα�δ
υς.

10 See AM III , to be connected with quotations at AM VI  and AM X .
11 Translation by Chiesara (),  (fr. ).
12 Cf. Eusebius, PE XIV ,  (fr.  Di Marco). See also DL II  (fr.  Di

Marco), where we find a criticism of writing. Regarding the denunciation of gossiping
philosophers, Plato was one of his favorite targets (cf. DL III , fr.  Di Marco), and with
him “the prolixity of the Academics unseasoned by salt” (DL IV , fr.  Di Marco).

13 The distinction between Pyrrho’s δι!�εσις and λ�γ
ι is made by Nausiphanes,
cf. DL IX  (T.  DC).

14 Eusebius, PE XIV ,  (Chiesara , ; fr. ).
15 On this encounter, cf. Untersteiner (), , for whom Amphiaraus “poteva in

qualche modo essere considerato un precursore del sistema di vita predicato da Pirrone e
da questi insegnato a Timone.” See also Long (), , who emphasizes the parallelism
with “the Pythian response to Chaerephon’s question about Socrates.”

16 For this location of T. , cf. Decleva Caizzi (b),  and Long (),  n. .
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The case of the Indalmoi is also interesting. Though the extant frag-
ments seem to express an unequivocal admiration for the wise Pyrrho,17

Sextus himself shows atAM I  that Timon’s verses admit a plurality of
interpretations. Besides, Jacques Brunschwig has confirmed the subtlety
of this work by underscoring how the “images” of Pyrrho provided by
Timon should be interpreted in light of the Homeric context of Odyssey
XIX . Hence, this parody involves the clear awareness of the produc-
tion of a literary portrait of Pyrrho rather than a historical testimony.18

Finally, as for the Silloi, it is obvious that we are in presence of a pioneer-
ing endeavor towards a critical history of philosophy, in which its com-
positional form—a Homeric parody of κατ!"ασις ε�ς #Αιδ
υ—is of great
significance. The ancients, moreover, recognized the originality and diffi-
culty of the Timonian venture since we know that there were at least two
commentaries entitled On the Silloi.19 The Silloi launched a new literary
genre—which takes its very name from the title Silloi—that attained such
preeminence that, retrospectively, some of the ancients tried to attribute
its invention to Xenophanes and even to Homer.20 Timon shows, indeed,
great interest in philosophy, but it seems that he tries, by various literary
means, to invent some original—and non-dogmatic—way to expound
the Pyrrhonian philosophy. Perhaps it is also in this way that we can inter-
pret the fact that he was, according to Diogenes Laertius, �ιλ
π�ιητης
(DL IX )21 and�ιλ
γρ!μματ
ς (DL IX ). It is possible that Timon
understood that literature could be the vehicle of a very serious attempt
to realize the Pyrrhonian philosophy. Hence, he does not really betray
Pyrrho’s mistrust of writing. On the contrary, his endeavor seems to
achieve the adaptation of the uncompromising position of Pyrrho to
philosophical debates.22 His was a rather tricky situation. In any case,

17 Cf. fr.  Diels (= T  DC) apud DL IX ; AM XI ;AM I – and fr.  Diels
(= T  DC) apud AM XI .

18 For this interpretation, see Brunschwig (), ff. Cf. also Robin (), ff.
19 One by Apollonides of Nicaea in the first century bc (quoted by DL IX ), and

another by Sotion of Alexandria (quoted by Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae VIII d).
20 For Xenophanes, cf. DKA, A, and the Wachsmuth’s Sillographorum graeco-

rum reliquae (), who edited Xenophanes as a sillographos together with Crates and
Timon. For the Alexandrian tentative to go back to Homer, cf. DKA. Untersteiner
insists in his Senofane () on the fact that “è probabile che Σ�λλ
ι sia il titolo originale
solo dell’opera di Timone.” See also Di Marco (), ff.

21 Following Brunschwig’s correction of the �ιλ
π�της of the manuscripts.
22 Cf. Decleva Caizzi (), , who shows that it is Timon who introduces Pyrrho’s

λ�γ
ι in Hellenistic philosophy.
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from the extant fragments of his work, we can judge that he invented
a new alternative to Pyrrho’s ��ασ�α.23 Poetry, humor, and parody are
for Timon among the means by which to disseminate Pyrrho’s original
position—which certainly would have been lost without him—without
committing a parricide.

. Sextus Empiricus

What about Sextus Empiricus? Formally speaking, his works look like
classical treatises; nothing in them shows the innovation or the fantasy
found in Timon’s writings. It seems that Sextus takes the danger of
dogmatism as something that merely formal innovations or literary
means are insufficient to thwart. Then, how can Sextus write without
being committed to opinions? This problem can easily be expressed
from a philosophical and Skeptical point of view. For Sextus, what is
under investigation is not “what is apparent” (τ� �αιν�μεν
ν), but “what
is said about what is apparent” (τ� περ� τ
& �αιν
μ'ν
υ λεγ�μεν
ν)
(PH I ). Language’s natural tendency to describe things produces an
additional opinion which separates the subject from his experience or
from the�αντασ�α πα�ητικ�, the “passive appearance.”24 But how can a
Skeptic write without holding an opinion? How can he follow only “what
is apparent to him” and at the same time keep on doing philosophy?
As Françoise Desbordes says, “le scepticisme est un effort infini pour
déminer le langage, le faire pure transparence où n’ interviendrait plus
aucune volonté étrangère à ce qui doit se dire.”25 But in order to restrict
oneself to this “pure transparency,” isn’t it necessary to renounce writing,
if not speaking?

Yet Sextus did write, and if he did so we have to presume that he did
not see any contradiction in this activity. On the contrary, his extant
works show a manner of writing which is consistent with his Skeptical
disposition. By inquiring into Sextus’ manner of writing, we intend to

23 Clayman (), – assumes that Pyrrho also was writing philosophical paro-
dies on the basis of his attested interest in Homeric poetry. If, admittedly, Sextus testifies
at AM I  (T.  DC) of a parodical interest in Homer, the hypothesis that he wrote
philosophical parodies remains highly speculative.

24 For the criticism of the dogmatic tendency to πρ
σδ
(!)ειν cf. PH I , III ;
AM XI , ; AM VI . This use of the term has an Epicurean origin, cf. Epicurus,
Epistula ad Herodotum  (see also Lucretius IV –).

25 Desbordes (), .
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show that, as Timon did by other means, Sextus tried to invent a Skeptical
form of writing. Although Sextus fiercely criticizes rhetoric, there may
exist a kind of ‘Skeptical rhetoric’ clearly connected to the peculiarity of
the Pyrrhonian philosophy and its aims.26 To describe this rhetoric, we
will successively study (a) the subjective nature of the Skeptic’s ‘avowals’,
(b) Sextus’ pragmatic strategy of writing, and (c) his use of the history of
philosophy.

.a. The Subjective Nature of the Skeptic’s ‘Avowals’

The first peculiarity of the Skeptic’s style of writing is that his utterances
are subjective reports of the way things appear to him.27 The first lines of
Sextus’ Outlines of Pyrrhonism emphasize this point:

By way of preface let us say that on none of the matters to be discussed do
we affirm that things certainly are just as we say they are: rather, we report
descriptively (*στ
ρικ�ς �παγγ'λλ
μεν) on each item according to how
it appears to us at the time. (PH I )

This is indeed a peculiar way to begin a philosophical writing: Sextus’
discourse does not intend to give an objective description of reality, but
expresses only the �αιν
μ'ν
ν, that is to say, “what is apparent” to him.
This characteristic coincides with two important features of Pyrrhonism:
the relativism expressed by the ten modes of Aenesidemus and the pur-
pose of producing a pure form of Skepticism. Sextus wants to be, as he
says, ε�λικριν�ς σκεπτικ�ς, i.e., he intends to avoid any dogmatic com-
mitment. Indeed, if the Skeptic limits his aim to “reporting descriptively”
what appears to be the case for him and admits the possibility of other
points of view, he is a kind of relativist, at least in the broad sense of
the term.28 Relativism can be regarded as a path to Skepticism: Sextus

26 On this rhetoric, see Sluiter (), ff., and Spinelli (forthcoming).
27 Cf. Stough (), ff.; Barnes (), ff.; Spinelli (), – and

(c); Corti (), ff.
28 Scholars usually make a distinction between Skepticism and relativism, arguing that

a relativist is a philosopher who thinks that “all the opinions are true” whereas the Skeptic
is a philosopher who suspends his judgment on any opinion (cf. Annas & Barnes ,
–; Annas , ). Indeed, it is possible that a certain kind of relativism—a very
sophisticated relativism, perhaps the one defended by Protagoras in Theaetetus a–
b—advocates the existence of truth. But this does not mean that all relativists have such
a conception. The Pyrrhonian skeptic uses relativist arguments to show the universal
disagreement of opinions about the real nature of the objects. Cf. Everson (), –
; for an emphasis on the role of Aenesidemus in this use of relativity, see Woodruff
(), ff., and Bett (), –.
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tells us that the reason Protagoras “is thought to have something in com-
mon with the Pyrrhonists” is that “he posits only what is apparent to each
person, and thus introduces relativity. Hence he is thought to have some-
thing in common with the Pyrrhonists” (PH I –). Yet, if Sextus dis-
tinguishes between the two ways, it is because it appears to him that there
is a difference between them: the relativist often argues by using some
philosophical thesis about how things really are, namely about the nature
of the subject, about how sense-perception works, or about the nature of
the object perceived. Thus a consistent form of Skepticism should avoid
this kind of affirmation and present its entire philosophical discourse as
the description of a subjective experience; the Skeptic should describe the
relativity of his own experience without being committed to any relativist
position that makes dogmatic assertions about what is non-evident. By
doing so, it is obvious that Sextus reduces the scope of the Skeptic’s utter-
ances. He is not producing a universal discourse, which is, however, one
of the classical characteristics of philosophical discourse. His aim is more
humble: he just wants to describe his paradoxical experience of discover-
ing that the “standstill of the intellect” (στ!σις διαν
�ας) or +π
,� (PH
I ) is the secret to happiness.29

But this is theory. In practice, how does Sextus achieve this purpose?
Such an aim not only requires a quite elaborate conception of language,
but also presupposes a certain way of speaking and writing.30 First of
all, it implies refraining from using dogmatic forms of discourse: for
instance, Sextus generally avoids the classical vocabulary of �!σις or
�π��ασις.31 By using the verb πρ
�'ρεσ�αι and its cognates, Sextus
emphasizes the fact that “the utterance of this remark is not dogmatic
but a report of a human feeling which is apparent to the person who feels
it.”32 Thus, to “utter” is also to “report” (�παγγ'λλειν);33 and to report is
a Skeptical way to describe our experience without being committed to

29 Cf. Spinelli (), .
30 On this, see Glidden (), .
31 This rule is justified at PH I ; Sextus regularly uses the term for dogmatic affir-

mation, cf.PH I , , ,  (
- 〈δ
γματικ�ς〉 μετ. πεπ
ι��σεως �π
�αιν�μεν
ς,
following Mutschmann-Mau), ; II  (καταληπτικ/ν �π��ασιν). The term can be
linked with "ε"αιωτικ�ς: PH II  and . See also DL IX . Nevertheless, this rule, as
often in Pyrrhonian skepticism, is not absolute. Sextus himself mentions τ.ς σκεπτικ.ς
�π
�!σεις at PH I .

32 PH I : 0ς ε1ναι τ/ν τ
& λ�γ
υ πρ
�
ρ.ν 
- δ
γματικ/ν �λλ’ �ν�ρωπε�
υ
π!�
υς �παγγελ�αν. Cf. Sluiter (), .

33 See also the use of the term at PH I , , , ; AM I , .
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any kind of thesis. Likewise, Sextus uses the verb διηγ
&μαι (PH I ),
which implies a narrative way of speaking.34 The ‘objectivity’ of a Skeptic
consists in being as close as possible to his subjectivity, to his experience,
trying not to add any opinion or judgment on his experience. Lastly,
Sextus’ use of πρ
�'ρεσ�αι is of no little interest: first, because its use
is very common in his extant works;35 and second, because it denotes
a real attempt to distance himself from the Dogmatist’s discourse by
using a term which classically refers to animal vocalizations rather than
to human utterances. For dogmatic philosophers like Aristotle and the
Stoics, articulated language is a human characteristic. Aristotle’s Politics
argued that animals can express their pleasure and pain by way of�ωνα�,
but cannot arrive at more abstract conceptions which are involved in the
use of a λ�γ
ς.36 For their part, the Stoics made a distinction between
λ'γειν and πρ
�'ρεσ�αι. The latter term denotes only the “utterances”
which are not λεκτ!.37 Sextus uses this Stoic distinction because it allows
him to explain his own use of language, which he can compare with
animal semantics.38 So Sextus works in two ways: he criticizes humans’
claim to be the only species able to speak by developing an animal
model of language which presupposes a weak use of thought and concept;
and he shows that this model is also the model of a Skeptical use of
language.39

More specifically, Sextus’ use of language involves his presentation of
the �ωνα� σκεπτικα�. Although, as we shall see, Sextus demands that
there be no “fighting over phrases” and that common usage be adhered
to, he is aware that such a practice of philosophy produces something
like a new language.40 The section devoted to the �ωνα� σκεπτικα� (PH
I –) explains the sense of particular Skeptical expressions.

34 The term appears also in a Pyrrhonian context in DL IX , .
35 See PH I , , , , , , , ; AM VIII , XI .
36 Politics, I aff.
37 Cf. DL VII  and AM VIII .
38 See AM VIII – for a description of animal πρ
�'ρεσ�αι (in a dogmatic

context) and PH I . For this discussion with Stoicism and the model of Skeptical
semantics, cf. Decleva Caizzi () and Glidden (), ff.

39 This model is connected to the Skeptical conception of commemorative signs. Cf.
Desbordes (), ; see also Glidden (), .

40 See Montaigne: “Je vois les philosophes Pyrrhoniens qui ne peuvent exprimer leur
générale conception en aucune manière de parler: car il leur faudrait un nouveau langage”
(Essais II, , ).
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The simple use of the word �ων� to denote the Skeptic’s expression
does make sense: the term indicates that the Pyrrhonian expressions
entail no dogmatic commitment to beliefs.41 The term also indicates
Sextus’ purpose of referring to a tradition as well as to invent a new—
and pure—form of Skepticism. Some �ωνα� are, indeed, connected to
the history of Pyrrhonism. This is the case of 
- μ2λλ
ν and ��ασ�α,
which can be traced back to Pyrrho himself.42 This is also the case of
expressions like +π',ω (PH I ), π!ντα +στιν �κατ!ληπτα (PH I ),
�καταληπτ�, 
- καταλαμ"!νω (PH I ), and παντ� λ�γ3ω λ�γ
ν 4σ
ν
�ντικε5σ�αι (PH I ff.). Although these expressions are not strictly
Pyrrhonian, they are closely linked with the history of Pyrrhonism and
are used to show the identity of Pyrrhonism by contrasting it with the
New Academy’s tradition. In all these cases, we can find the same Sextan
method: rather than erasing words which have a historical meaning,
Sextus prefers to use those terms, making clear their Skeptical meanings.
As Sextus says, mere words are of little importance if only we agree on
their meanings.43

By doing so, Sextus can justify his ‘remake’ of the historical Pyrrhonian
discourse, or lack of discourse. So ��ασ�α became, not only by way of
a translation but also through a conceptual mutation, “non-assertion,”
that is to say, the “refraining from assertion in the general sense (which
we say covers both affirmation and negation)” (PH I ). Sextus retains
from Pyrrho the idea that ��ασ�α is a state which is convenient for the
Pyrrhonist. But Sextus’ definition opens the way for a Skeptical style
of speaking and writing, a style by means of which the author “neither
posits nor rejects anything.”44 It is quite the same situation with 
-
μ2λλ
ν, except for the fact that its origin is not exclusively Pyrrhonian.45

41 As Naess (),  has emphasized, “fonè is a highly noncommittal word.”
42 Cf. respectively PH I ff. and ff. Both of them appear in Pyrrho’s T.  DC;


- μ2λλ
ν is used by Aenesidemus as a key expression of his Pyrrhonism apud Photius,
Bibliotheca, cod. , aff.6-δ7ν �ρ�)ω (PH I ) is also used by Aenesidemus, apud
Photius, Bibliotheca, cod. , a.

43 Cf. PH I : “our intention is to make clear what is apparent to us, and as to what
phrase we use to make this clear we are indifferent.”

44 Cf. Stough (). For the links between Pyrrho’s and Sextus’ ��ασ�α, cf. Brun-
schwig ().

45 8Α�ασ�α is a quite uncommon term which scarcely appears in Greek philosophy.
6- μ2λλ
ν is linked to the Democritean tradition (cf. DKA and A, B), see De
Lacy (). It appears also in the Platonic and Aristotelian criticisms of relativism, cf.
Theatetus e emphasized by Bett (), , and Metaphysica Γ b, quoted by
Reale (), .
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For historical reasons Sextus keeps the formula, but the formula per se
lacks any particular function which might be absolutely necessary for
a Pyrrhonian. It can even support a dogmatic interpretation.46 Thus,
the point is to elucidate the feeling which lies behind the use of this
expression, and to do this we can even change its discourse-grammatical
modality, namely, turn it into a question as “some Skeptics” have done,
according to Sextus (PH I ).

Such a strategy of neutralization of claims is also efficient when it
comes to using other expressions less closely linked to the Pyrrhonian
philosophy, but still intimately linked to the criticism of knowledge. We
know from Sextus that, according to the Pyrrhonists, the skepticism
of the neo-Academics is dogmatic because they deny the possibility of
knowledge. The problem of the New Academy’s negative dogmatism—
putting aside the historical validity of this accusation47—therefore lies in
the affirmation of the �καταληψ�α of things. Thus, one can be surprised
by the mention of �καταληψ�α among the Skeptical expressions. How-
ever, there is no contradiction precisely because it is only an expression.
The strategy of neutralization which lies behind the Skeptical expressions
allows Sextus the use of that concept in a way different from that of the
neo-Academics; it even allows him to present a form of Skepticism in
a more consistent way than Aenesidemus, who, according to Photius,
affirms positively that certain notions “are beyond our reach and grasp”
(Bibliotheca, cod. , b–).

This strategy manifests a two-level Skepticism. The first level is made
up of the propositional content of each Skeptical expression which
expresses the impossibility of knowledge. Regarding this level, it is
enough to invoke arguments and philosophers which give us reasons to
doubt the validity of any of our knowledge claims. Even though not all of
them are “deniers of the criterion”48 and even though some of them, on
the contrary, define some criterion of truth, in any case they all produce
a criticism of a certain kind of criterion.49 But this level is exposed to

46 The risk of this dogmatic interpretation seems to appear when Sextus explains that
the formula is elliptical: “When we say ‘No more’ we implicitly say ‘No more this than
that’ ” (PH I ). A dogmatic interpretation would consist in understanding “No more”
as a way of rejecting both theses.

47 Cf. Lévy (), ; Striker (), ; Ioppolo (), ; and Marchand (),
ff.

48 See the list at AM VII .
49 See, for example, Parmenides’ criticism of “opinion-based reasoning” (AMVII ),
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contradiction because it has the same logical status as any dogmatic
affirmation or negation: the thesis of the impossibility of knowledge
remains a thesis. To be consistent, Sextus’ skepticism has to produce a
second-order skepticism in order to escape the so-called objection of
‘metadogmatism’.50 Sextus’ explanation of the�ωνα� σκεπτικα� as a form
of noncommittal language is a coherent reply to this objection. Therefore,
Sextus’ style of writing is first defined by this ‘second-order’ strategy:
the purpose of presenting all his claims as subjective avowals. As Sextus
points out, a Skeptical claim is always uttered with an implicit “as it
appears to me” (0ς +μ
� �α�νεται, PH I ). His writing style is relativist
in the sense that what he says and writes never signifies “anything purely
but only relatively, i.e., relative to the Skeptics” (PH I ).51

Yet, can we really assume that this relativist conception of language
may be applied to Sextus’ discourse in general? Perhaps yes in a broad
sense, but such a conception applies primarily to a certain kind of Skep-
tical discourse, namely the so-called “general account,” wherein he “sets
out the distinctive character of Skepticism,” and not to the “specific
account” wherein he argues “against each of the parts of what they [sc.
the Dogmatists] call philosophy” (PH I –). The reason is that only in
the general account is he compelled to reveal the principles of his philos-
ophy, and it is there, in the general account, where the Skeptical philoso-
pher can fall into contradiction. Although there is but a single general
account in the extant works of Sextus, namely, the first part of the Out-
lines of Pyrrhonism, it is nevertheless probable that there was an another
general account in theAgainst the Dogmatists, which is widely considered
to have a lost beginning section.52 But we can presume that if the “spe-
cific account” occupies the major part of Sextus’ works it is also because
Sextus was trying to refrain from having reflexive discourse, or meta-
discourse, on his Pyrrhonism. Yet he cannot totally avoid it, or he would
not be a philosopher: his position has to be grounded even if he cannot

Heraclitus’ criticism of “sense-perception” (AM VII ), and Democritus’ criticism of
“the things that appear to the senses” (AM VII ). I use Bett’s translation of Against the
Logicians.

50 On this notion, see Barnes (),  n.  and  n. .
51 Regarding the importance of relativity, PH I  shows how the ten tropes of

Aenesidemus can be referred to the relativity mode, which is the “most generic.”
52 Cf. AM VII , and Bett (), xi.
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produce anything else than subjective legitimacy. This is the only moment
where the second-order strategy is necessary. Therefore, his subjective
style corresponds to the explanation of the Skeptical endeavor, not to its
realization. Besides, how could the narration of a subjective experience
convince anyone to be a Skeptic? Therefore, even if this second-order
strategy is fascinating, we cannot restrict Sextus’ style of writing to this
highly sophisticated strategy.

.b. Sextus’ Pragmatic Strategy of Writing

To understand the second characteristic of Sextus’ writing style, it is nec-
essary to examine his criticism of dogmatic writing. Sextus criticizes the
δ
γματικ/ ε;ρεσιλ
γ�α, “the subtleties of the Dogmatists” (PH II ),
which is also �πειρ
λ
γ�α, an “endless verbiage” (PH II ).53 This crit-
icism, moreover, is not restricted to dogmatic philosophers; it can be
extended to all kind of professors, as is done for instance in Against the
Grammarians, with its denunciations of grammarians for their “gram-
matical old wives’ talk” (γραμματικ<ς γρα
λ
γ�ας πλ<ρες) (AM I )
or their propensity to “nit-pick” (λεπτ
λ
γε5ν) (AM I ) because they
invent a complex technical language to speak about a language that all
the Greek world, even its most uneducated part, understands well.54 The
main Skeptical argument against any kind of technical or scientific lan-
guage is not that it is conventional, since Sextus recognizes that all the
names and languages are conventional: “each group uses the word as
it has imposed it” (AM I ).55 The only reason why a Skeptic can
criticize a linguistic use is either if it suggests that language describes
things objectively,56 or if it has no utility.57 Thus a Skeptical attitude

53 For the criticisms of ε;ρεσιλ
γ�α, see also AM XI  (where Sextus qualifies it as
σ
�ιστικ�ς) and Spinelli (), . See also PH I , II .

54 For the Against the Grammarians, I follow the translation in Blank ().
55 =καστ
ς γ!ρ, 0ς τε�εμ!τικεν, 
>τω ,ρ<ται. See also AM I , 
-κ ?ρα ��σει

σημα�νει τ. @ν�ματα: “names do not signify by nature.” This defense of a conventionalist
pattern does not prevent Sextus from making a criticism of the thesis that names signify
things by imposition (�'σει) at AM I .

56 At PH I , Sextus gives the following definition of dogmatism: “for if you hold
beliefs, then you posit as real the things you are said to hold beliefs about” (� μ7ν γ.ρ
δ
γματ�)ων 0ς ;π!ρ,
ν τ��εται τ� πρ2γμα +κε5ν
 A λ'γεται δ
γματ�)ειν).

57 At AM I , Sextus points out: “we are also encouraged in no small measure
whenever we see grammarians hardly able to string two words together with style purport
to censure as barbarous every one of the great ancient writers of careful Greek style like
Thucydides, Plato and Demosthenes.” See also AM II –: “It is possible to make a
speech quite successfully and well without studied rhetoric” (Bury’s translation).
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toward language implies accepting norms which rely on usages, keeping
in mind that these usages are always manifold:58

Whenever you say that barbarism is a mistake against usage in a single
word, we shall check you by asking which usage you mean, there being
many, and whichever you respond, we shall say that we too follow that
one. Thus, while the impasse is common to both of us, for us its solution is
not difficult. For some usages are for sciences and others are for ordinary
life. For example, certain terms are accepted in philosophy, and especially
in medicine and also in music and geometry, but there is also a simple
usage suited to the life of the average people, which differs among cities
and peoples. Hence in philosophy we shall line up with the usage of
the philosophers, in medicine with medical usage, and in life with the
customary, unaffected, local usage. That way, even when the same thing
is said in two ways, we shall attempt to fit in with the people around us
and say what is not going to be laughed at, no matter what it is in nature.

(AM I –)

Hence, even though Sextus criticizes the grammarians’ tendency to pro-
duce norms, he himself produces a norm of the right use of language,
but he does so with the proviso that this norm is always changing and
depends on context. Neither the πρ'π
ν mentioned at AM I  nor
average usage are classical norms, since they describe the need to change
the rule in every particular instance of communication.59 Consequently,
a Pyrrhonian skeptic needs to accept that, to be understood, he can-
not really have his own philosophical style, but continually has to adapt
his speeches to his audience. Nor can the language used by Sextus be,
strictly speaking, his language: he uses a language constituted by norms
and usages which are fundamentally exterior to him.60 The Skeptic uses
a given language for the same reason a person who uses a coin selects

58 Sextus also mentions the plurality of usages at AM I  and .
59 Cf. Dalimier (), : “[L’ Bλλην�)ειν] est un système instable, sans point de

référence fixe qui produit certaines analogies apparentes repérables en un lieu et temps,
mais se transforme indéfiniment au cours des échanges verbaux.”

60 This feature does not prevent the Skeptic from taking into account the “purety
of one’s language” (τ<ς περ� τ.ς διαλ'κτ
υς κα�αρι�τητ
ς): “one who speaks good
Greek is able to express clearly and accurately what he has in mind. Now there are two
kinds of Hellenism, for one form is divorced from our common usage and seems to
proceed according to grammatical analogy, while the other form accords with the usage
of each of the Greeks and advances by assimilation (παραπλασμ
&) and observation in
conversation (τ<ς +ν τα5ς �μιλ�αις παρατηρ�σεως)” (AM I ). According to Dickey
(), , a παραπλασμ�ς is a “change of grammatical form.” The norm of a Skeptical
“good Greek” is also defined in relation to usage and to our capacity to adapt to usage.
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the one that is in circulation where he happens to be.61 This fact has two
important consequences. First, it implies that Pyrrhonian discourses are
provisional not only because Pyrrhonists should change the thesis they
use to produce �σ
σ�'νεια depending on the thesis they are trying to
refute,62 but also because they have to correspond to the interlocutor’s
peculiar way of speaking, which depends on culture and history.63 Sec-
ond, it means that the only criterion of the Skeptical style is pragmatic.

This is one of the most important features of Sextus’ manner of writing:
to speak πραγματικ�ς.64 To have a pragmatic style supposes, first, that
comprehension is the only concern of Pyrrhonian discourse. For this
reason, Sextus emphasizes the fact that “it is unbecoming for a Skeptic to
fight over phrases” (PH I ).65 It supposes, in addition, the elucidation
of the senses of the terms and the propositions the Skeptic is talking
about. Hence, the Skeptical method makes distinctions between what
is said strictly (κυρ�ως) and what is said loosely (κατα,ρηστικ�ς).66

Finally, the Skeptic’s pragmatic style implies renouncing strictness and
precision in speaking. Admittedly, Sextus elsewhere affirms that “in life
or in common usage loose talk has its place; but when we are investigating
things in reference to their nature, then we have to maintain precision”
(AM VIII ). But Sextus presents Pyrrhonism as a philosophy which

61 For the comparison with the coin, cf. AM I –: “Just as when a coin is in
local circulation in a city, one who uses this coin is able to do his business in that city
unhindered, while one who does not accept this coin but mints himself a new and
different one is shown up for a fool when he wants to be accepted with it, in life too
the one who does not want to follow the form of speech which, like a coin, is commonly
accepted but prefers to mint a private one for himself is close to insanity.” On this passage,
see Spinelli (), .

62 See PH III – for the Skeptical choice of arguments depending on both
the degree of dogmatic affliction and the strength of those arguments (κατ. δ�ναμιν),
following Pellegrin’s translation () against Annas and Barnes (), pace Machuca
(), –.

63 This is why, in philosophy, the vocabulary and the concepts used by Sextus are
mostly Stoic, because they are, as Sextus says at PH I , his “chief opponents.” On
this passage, cf. Decleva Caizzi (), ff. For the importance of this strategy to
understand Sextus’ peculiar way of thinking, see Machuca (), .

64 Cf. AM I , V , VI , . Cf. Caujolle-Zaslawsky (), ff. The question
is what, for a Skeptical philosopher, is to be efficient or pragmatic. Emilio Spinelli
emphasizes the link between this adverb and what is considered as a fact (τ� πρ2γμα),
since for him the adverb “serve a caratterizare un tipo di obiezioni avanzate in virtù di
argomentazioni ancorate a dati di fatto” (Spinelli , ). Cf. also Bett (), –
and the discussion in Delattre (), –.

65 
Cτε γ.ρ πρ'πει τ3� σκεπτικ3� �ων
μα,ε5ν. See also PH I .
66 PH III ; see also e.g. AM VI . Cf. Corti (), ff.
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positively chooses the way of daily life and common usage,67 a philoso-
phy which consequently accepts κατ!,ρησις. For this reason his �ωνα�
σκεπτικα� are κατ!,ρησεις (PH I ); and I assume that it should be
also the case for all his own philosophical discourse. I have already men-
tioned the Pyrrhonian dream of inventing a new language which would
express the Skeptical lack of commitment to language.68 But as we have
seen, even in the case of the �ωνα� σκεπτικα�, the Skeptic’s purpose is
mainly to clarify the sense of his expressions.

Sextus’ pragmatic attitude has another obvious effect on his writings.
He quite often insists on the need to be effective and concise. This neces-
sity is the reason why he wrote his Outlines.69 This term is probably bor-
rowed from the Empirical school of medicine, since Galen emphasizes
that Empirical physicians “try mainly to avoid definition but use out-
lines and sketches, what they themselves call discourses which express
in a few words the notion of an object.”70 In the same way, Sextus speaks
in outline, 0ς +ν ;π
τυπDσει.71 Hence, a Skeptical style should be con-
cise, giving just the essential lines of the arguments while overlooking the
details.

67 For this choice of daily life, see Spinelli (), ff.
68 This is the dream expressed by Aenesidemus according to Photius (see Bibliotheca,

cod. , a: �λλ8 
-κ E,
ντες, �ησ�ν, Fπως τ� ν

�μεν
ν +κλαλ�σωμεν, 
>τω
�ρ!)
μεν).

69 This aim seems to be older than Sextus, since the term is connected to Aenesidemus
by Diogenes (IX : τG< ε�ς τ.ΠυρρDνεια;π
τυπDσει) and by Aristocles (apudEusebius,
PE XIV , ); see also the summary of Aenesidemus’ work by Photius: +�ε(<ς δ7
κατ. τ�ν α-τ�ν λ�γ
ν πρ�τ
ν κα� τ/ν Fλην �γωγ/ν 0ς τ�π3ω κα� κε�αλαιωδ�ς τ�ν
Πυρρων�ων παραδ�δωσι λ�γων (Bibliotheca, cod. , aff.). There is, indeed, a
discrepancy between this ambition and the Pyrrhonian purpose of following common
usage (which can be assigned to the Timonian reference to συν��εια, DL IX ).
Anyhow, Sextus seems to be aware that the ambition to invent a new language does
not totally fit in with the Pyrrhonian principle to follow common usage. Cf. Caujolle-
Zaslawsky (), .

70 Galen, De Diff. Puls. VIII  (Deichgräber , ): τ/ν �ρ,/ν 
-δ’ �ρ�)εσ�αι
σπ
υδ!)
υσιν 
* �π� τ<ς +μπειρικ<ς α*ρ'σεως, �λλ’ ;π
τυπDσεσ� τε κα� ;π
γρα�α5ς
,ρ�νται. Καλ
&σι δ’ 
>τως α-τ
� τ
�ς λ�γ
υς, Fσ
ι δι. "ρα,'ων Bρμηνε�
υσι τ/ν
Eνν
ιαν τ
& πρ!γματ
ς. On this Empirical theme, see also VIII  (Deichgräber ,
) and Galen’s τ<ς +μπειρικ<ς �γωγ<ς ;πωτυπDσις (De libris propriis, K. XIX ,
). It is also interesting that Empirical references to Pyrrho mention his concision, cf.
Subfiguratio Empirica chap. XI – (= T.  and  DC).

71 Cf. PH I , , ; II , , ; III , , , . See also PH I :
;π
τυπωτικ�ς . . . +ρ
&μεν. The purpose of concision is also expressed by references
to the “brevity” (συντ
μ�α) (PH I ), συντ�μως (PH II ), or to the fact that he speaks
“in summary” (κε�αλαιωδ�ς) (PH III , AM IX ).
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But how could this style be that of Sextus, who was a prolific author and
not a very concise one? And in what sense are the Outlines of Pyrrhon-
ism ;π
τυπDσεις? A first answer has to do with the fact that Pyrrhonian
discourses do not develop all the theories and examples they could. To
indicate some cases of contradictions without expounding all the cases is
sufficient to show the Skeptic’s way. Hence, to respect “the outline charac-
ter of [his] essay” (τ�ν ;π
τυπωτικ�ν τρ�π
ν τ<ς συγγρα�<ς) implies
for Sextus refraining from “discussing each case” (μ/ κα�’ =καστ
ν λ'-
γων) (PH I ).72 Although in many respects Sextus’ discourses present
detailed arguments, his main purposenevertheless seems to be to present
a method for organizing all kinds of arguments or counter-examples.73

This feature clearly appears for instance in the ethical part of Sextus’
works. It would be pointless for a Pyrrhonist to describe all contradictory
customs or laws. It is sufficient to describe a few cases of contradictions
to show the infinite diversity of customs and laws and the impossibility
of moral or ethical consensus. By his choice of examples, Sextus covers
the whole field of ethics and challenges all our moral beliefs, even those
which seem to be shared by everybody, like the necessity to be dressed to
live in community, or the rejection of incest and cannibalism.74 In theory,
the principle of the second mode of Aenesidemus “from the differences
among humans” could produce infinite possibilities of contradiction.75

However, in practice, simply by evoking some notorious original idiosyn-
crasies, equipollence can be achieved, even on matters which exceed the
field of ethics.76

Hence, there is a principle of parsimony in Sextus’ manner of speaking
;π
τυπωτικ�ς. This first characterization is at odds with the rhetorical
definition of ;π
τ�πωσις, which Quintilian, following Cicero, indeed
defines as “any representation of facts which is made in such vivid
language that they appeal to the eye rather than the ear.”77 Thus, whereas

72 See also PH III : “although I could give a vast number of other similar cases, I
pass them over since I am aiming at brevity.”

73 See Annas and Barnes (),  n.  for textual references in PH.
74 Cf. respectively PH III , , and .
75 On this mode, cf. PH I . DL IX  who speaks of a “reference to the nature and

idiosyncrasies of men”; and Philo of Alexandria,De ebrietate . See Caujolle-Zaslawsky
(), : “les idiosyncrasies constituent ainsi pour l’ argumentation anti-dogmatique
du sceptique, une réserve infinie de contre-exemples.”

76 E.g., Demophon, “Alexander’s waiter, used to shiver when he was in the sun or the
baths and felt warm in the shade” (PH I ). See also DL IX .

77 H.E. Butler’s translation of Institutio Oratoria IX , : proposita quaedam for-
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Quintilian presents the ;π
τ�πωσις as a way to expound facts in detail
(nec universa sed per partis), Sextus presents his ;π
τυπDσεις as dis-
courses which should not enter into the entire details of the arguments.
However, it is possible that these two different conceptions are not con-
tradictory and correspond to the different purposes of a rhetorical and
a philosophical discourse. After all, Quintilian stresses not so much the
fact that a ;π
τ�πωσις necessarily has many vivid details, but the fact
that such a figure has a strong effect because we see what we are hear-
ing, which is why he connects it with evidentia.78 Sextus’ aim of speaking
;π
τυπωτικ�ς is linked to the same purpose: to produce an effect, a π!-
�
ς, namely +π
,�.79 This is the result of equipollence or �σ
σ�'νεια; to
produce it we can go into the details of two opposite theses.But this is not
the only way. It is the way to produce a local equipollence, but Sextus’ aim
of creating some general arguments which can be opposed to any thesis
implies that we can be Skeptical in a general way, i.e., following upon
the arguments in favor of doubting the possibility of knowledge.80 This
general purpose defines Sextus’ philosophical style. He understands that
expounding all the arguments which can serve to produce equipollence
can be counter-productive because nobody would read a work which
would be more a catalog than a book. Sextus, indeed, criticizes such an
inappropriate method:

Not that we propose to contest each of their [sc. the Dogmatists’] opinions
about standards one by one—for the dispute is vast, and in that way we too
would necessarily fall into giving an unmethodical account. (PH II )

So, in order to realize a Skeptical discourse which corresponds to the
rhetorical aim to “appeal to the eye rather than the ear,” it will be con-
venient to avoid detail and to use general strong arguments against the
possibility of knowledge.

ma rerum ita expressa verbis ut cerni potius videantur quam audiri; see also Cicero, De
Oratore III .

78 For an attempt to connect these two senses of ;π
τ�πωσις, see Laurent (), :
“nul besoin de connaître le tout de la chose pour en faire apparaître la présence.”

79 For the fact that +π
,� is a π!�
ς, cf. PH I  and DL IX . See also PH I ,
where Sextus says that “suspension of judgment comes about (περιγ�νεται) through the
opposition of things.”

80 Cf. Palmer (), , who speaks about Agrippa’s modes as “a ready-made
method for Sextus” and says that “it is a properly Skeptical method in that it has the
special feature of not relying on any particular theory of why it works (cf. PH I ), but
it is a method nonetheless, a set of specific argument-types that equips the Skeptic for
his investigation of the various claims made by philosophers and other presumed experts
regarding things non-evident.”
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One may argue that speaking ;π
τυπωτικ�ς is a general property not
so much of Skeptical style as of Sextus’ Outlines,81 citing the fact that
;π
τ�πωσις and its cognates occur only in this work. Shall we therefore
conclude that the ;π
τ�πωσις is just a rhetorical means of presenting
the Skeptical way which is fundamentally exterior to it? I think not. First,
because of the tradition of such a concept in the Pyrrhonian movement
and in the Empirical school of medicine which we already mentioned.
Second, because the principle of parsimony we see in the concept of
;π
τ�πωσις has some equivalent in Sextus’ other works. The feature
of the ;π
τυπωτικ�ς style is related to the preference for universal
arguments over particular arguments because they are parsimonious:
this allows one to attack many philosophical theses, as Sextus shows
at PH II , where this method is linked with the aim of speaking
+ν ;π
τυπDσει.82 Such a method can be clearly seen, as just noted, in
other works besides PH.83 The generality of arguments is their ability
to overthrow not only a single argument but an entire theory; for this
reason Sextus can speak of “more general arguments” (κα�
λικDτερ
ν),
opposed to those “more specific” (�δια�τερ
ν or πρ�ς τ. =καστα) (AM Ι
). The power of general arguments is described by the metaphor of the
foundation found several times in Sextus’ extant works.84 He emphasizes
the methodical sense of this metaphor in a crucial text of Against the
Grammarians:

But since we set out not only to give a general argument against all the
representatives of the liberal studies, but also a specific argument against
each one, let us assume that there is such a thing as a study and that
learning is possible, and then see whether the professed claim of each study
is possible. For these refutations let us not take everything said by those
whom we are refuting (for that would be not only harsh and unsystematic,
but perhaps even impossible) nor should we take random bits from all
of them (for that might not finish them off), but let us take the sayings
whose negation negates everything else along with them. When men try
to capture a city they try most of all to gain possession of those things
whose capture involves that of the city as well: they pull down the walls,
for example, or burn the fleet or cut off the necessities of life. In the same
way in our struggle with the representatives of the liberal studies let us
attack the same thing, the points on which the salvation of all this doctrine

81 I am indebted to Diego Machuca for this objection.
82 See also PH III .
83 Cf. AM VII , AM I , III .
84 Cf. PH II , AM III .
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depends, for example their first principles, or the general methods they use
to argue from the first principles, or their goals.85 (AM Ι –)

This passage expresses one of the crucial features of the Skeptical method.
It is necessary to write outlines because dogmatism has a stockpile of
arguments which is impossible to refute one by one.86 To write the
catalog of all the arguments against dogmatism is useless. A Skeptic who
philanthropically undertakes to overthrow all dogmatic theories one by
one obviously does not understand either the structure of dogmatism
or the Skeptical method. Skepticism needs to construct a special kind
of refutation which is sufficiently general to show his audience that all
dogmatic theses are involved in his criticism, and sufficiently precise to
show that it is really possible that “to every account an equal account [can
be] opposed” (PH I ). That is the reason why, for Sextus, a clever Skeptic
writes in outlines and seeks brevity to the extent that the dogmatism he
is fighting with allows it.

.c. History

However, even a cursory reading of Sextus’ work shows long passages
that do not quite conform to what Sextus calls ‘brevity’. Scholars have
emphasized Sextus’ tendency to accumulate more arguments than
necessary. This tendency forms the third characteristic of the Skeptical
writing style. Perhaps it will seem incompatible with the preceding char-
acteristic; but this contradiction is the result of the philosophical diffi-
culty of Skepticism: to give a Skeptical answer to all kinds of dogma-
tism.

First of all, this characteristic has to be linked with Gorgias’ argumen-
tation by concession.87 This kind of argumentation allows one to produce

85 See Blank (), , who compares the passage withAM IX – and explains that
“the rejected mode of attack is that of Clitomachus and the Academics, who get bogged
down in details and make their arguments overly lengthy because they enter into hostile
territory and argue by conceding the opposing doctrines.” On this opposition, see also
Decleva Caizzi (), .

86 See AM VIII a: “however, since it is appropriate to be methodical in making our
rebuttals, we should ask which demonstration we must oppose the most. Now, if we want
to oppose particular demonstrations applying to each skill, we will be unmethodical in
making our opposition, since such demonstrations are endless.”

87 See OnWhat Is Not, quoted atAM VII  (= DKB): Gorgias “sets up three main
points one after the other: first, that there is nothing; second that even if there is [some-
thing], it is not apprehensible by a human being; third, that even if it is apprehensible, it is
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a powerful refutation of a dogmatic thesis by hypothetically endorsing
some of the Dogmatist’s principles. So, even though the accumulation of
arguments is not logically necessary, it permits one to take into account
the diversity of the dogmatism Sextus is in contention with. Therefore,
even though Sextus is concerned with brevity, he cannot restrict himself
to the principle that to every account there is an equal counter-account.
He needs to show in addition that such an equal counter-account does
exist by showing the diversity and the disagreement of the philosophical
theses.

This necessity introduces the last characteristic of Sextus’ style: the
production of a history of dogmatism. The use of *στ
ρ�α is complex in
Sextus’ extant works. First, it is connected with the criticism of grammat-
ical history in Against the Grammarians. According to Sextus, grammat-
ical history is not an art and requires no technical ability. Besides, this
kind of history is not a science which gives any guarantee: “individual
histories are both infinite because of their number and not fixed, because
the same facts are not attested about the same person by all parties” (AM
I ).

But we have already seen that Sextus also uses the term *στ
ρ�α (more
precisely the adverb *στ
ρικ�ς) to refer to the subjective style. Such a
reference to *στ
ρ�αhas to be connectedwith medical Empiricism, which
used the term to define one of its main methodological principles.88 In
this medical context, “history” denotes a case history, a report to other
physicians of the occurrence of a disease in a single patient. Barbara
Cassin has expressed some doubts about the possibility of connecting
both practices of *στ
ρ�α.89 According to her, a physician’s history cannot
give the immediacy the Skeptic is looking for, because a physician’s
history is always transmitted by a story or a narration. In addition, the
Galenic tradition has shown that a physician’s history could be true or

still not expressible or explainable to the next person.” For a Skeptical application of this
strategy, see the concatenation of the first four modes of Aenesidemus at PH I , , and
.

88 Cf. Galen, Subfiguratio empirica chap. VIII: τιν7ς μ7ν γ.ρ τ/ν *στ
ρ�αν ε1να�
�ασιν �παγγελ�αν τ�ν @��'ντων, τιν7ς δ7 πρ
στι�'ντες τ� +ναργ�ς τ/ν *στ
ρ�αν
�ασ�ν �παγγελ�αν ε1ναι τ�ν +ναργ�ς �αιν
μ'νων, ?λλ
ι δ7 �παγγελ�αν τ<ς α-τ
ψ�ας
E�ησαν ε1ναι α-τ�ν (– in Deichgräber’s Greek retroversion); De Sectis chap. II
(Kühn I ), De Optima doctrina (K. I –). See Deichgräber (), ff.; Frede
(), –; Stok (), .

89 Cassin (), .
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false, whereas the Skeptic’s historical discourse is supposed to be neither
true nor false.90 These objections are perhaps relevant against Skepti-
cism; but they do not exclude the possibility that Sextus is referring to
the Empirical physician’s conception of *στ
ρ�α. In fact, those objections
are from schools which criticized either the Skeptical or the Empirical
endeavor, and perhaps both at once. Indeed, in both traditions the refer-
ence to *στ
ρ�α expresses a desire for immediacy which is perhaps a bit
illusory. For, like the Empirical physician, when the Skeptic writes “what
is apparent” to him, no matter what he says, his history is prima facie
a “discourse about what is apparent (τ� περ� τ
& �αιν
μ'ν
υ λεγ�με-
ν
ν).” This is the reason why Sextus has to fashion a style which allows
him to draw a distinction between the Dogmatist’s and the Skeptic’s way
of speaking and writing; and it is likely that the Empirical tradition had
to do likewise. A similar reply applies to the Galenic objection used by
Cassin. It is true that the Skeptical discourse, being a discourse, can, in a
certain way, be interpreted as true or false. We can always presume that
the Skeptic is not describing his own affection but is lying. However, this
means that we judge his discourse by using a moral norm rather than an
epistemic one.91 The only norm we can use to judge it is his authenticity:
does the Skeptic lie when he says that for him things appear a given way?
And it is the same norm we can use to judge the Empirical history: is the
physician who says that he saw such a disease or such a reaction telling
the truth, i.e., is he really describing a case that he has seen? In addition,
if an Empirical physician gives only a narration of bodily symptoms, or
describes the relation between two bodily phenomena—like the scar and
the wound—the description may be limited to an evident relation. This
sort of description can be understood in light of what Sextus calls “com-
memorative signs” (PH II ). As the Skeptic is describing something
that he is thinking, he is always exposed to the difficulty of having to
present his thought as a phenomenon, although he recognizes that “the
intellect is the most unclear part of the soul” (PH II ). Be that as it may,

90 Pseudo-Galen, On the Best Medical School, chap. XIV, Deich. fr. , .
91 Cf. Spinelli (c), : “Ciò che si può escludere immediatamente è qualsiasi

possibile identificazione delle apophaseis o phonai scettiche con quel logos apophantikos
di cui parla Aristotele (cf. sopratutto il cap.  del Del interpretatione). Quest’ultimo è
infatti un’enunciazione dotata e dotabile di un valore di verità o falsità (cfr. Ad es. De int.
, a–). Le ‘voci’ sestane, invece, sembrano semmai essere più vicine a quei discorsi
che lo stesso Aristotele definisce semplicemente ‘semantici’, capaci sì di significare, ma né
veri né falsi: ad. es. la preghiera, la domanda, l’esortazione e altri ‘atti linguistici’.”
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it seems that this Skeptical use of *στ
ρ�α is borrowed from the Empirical
corpus, and Sextus’ aim of speaking *στ
ρικ�ς seems to be an attempt to
adapt such an ambition to philosophy.

There remains a third use of history which is related to Sextus’ own
method. Even though he rarely employs the term *στ
ρ�α to characterize
his historical writings, it is difficult to avoid the term.92 Until recently,
Sextus was considered more of a doxographer than a philosopher, his
main interest consisting more in the historical information he gives about
ancient philosophy than in his own philosophical stance. However, it is
easy to see that the two characteristics cannot be so easily separated and
that the fact that Sextus renders a history of philosophy is entirely related
to his philosophical agenda. Of course, Sextus is neither Aristotle nor
Hegel. But his purpose is precisely to show that philosophy—at least its
main part, the dogmatic one—has no sense, to show that dogmatism,
if it is studied from the point of view of the disagreements between
dogmatic theories, leads to Skepticism. That is the reason why the specific
account of Skepticism, devoted to arguing “against each of the parts
of what they [sc. Dogmatists] call philosophy” includes a great part of
history of philosophy. To produce equipollence, it is sufficient either to
oppose to a dogmatic thesis an opposite thesis and to show that the
dispute is undecidable, or to show that an analysis of the criticized thesis
leads to �π
ρ�α. The description of history as a Kampfplatz has a highly
Skeptical utility: it vividly shows, in a kind of rhetorical ;π
τ�πωσις,
the senselessness of the history of philosophy.93 A historical account of
philosophy is the only way to show the variability of philosophy itself.
Hence, if Sextus’ style is historical, it is not only because he speaks like
a “reporter” of his own affections. It is also because he is engaged in
describing the history of philosophical disagreements.

This structure can be observed throughout the “special part” of Sextus’
work, namely in PH II–III, in AM VII–XI, and even in AM I–VI. The
case of AM VII–XI is the most obvious one. In the proemium of the
first book of Against the Logicians, Sextus expounds the meaning of
the “special part” of the Skeptical discourse. “Philosophy,” as he says,

92 Cf.AM VII : περ� τ
& κριτηρ�
υ τ<ς �λη�ε�ας *στ
ρ�α; : τ<ς 8Ακαδημαϊκ<ς
*στ
ρ�ας; VIII : τ/ν ?νω�εν �πò τ�ν �υσικ�ν μ',ρι τ�ν νεωτ'ρων καταγ
μ'νην
*στ
ρ�αν; : τ<ς κατ. τ
&τ
ν τ�ν τ�π
ν *στ
ρ�ας.

93 Timon already inserted a λ
γ
μα,�α in his Silloi, cf. Wachsmuth (), –;
Diels (), ; Clayman (), –.
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“is a complex thing” (π
ικ�λ
ν τι ,ρ<μα �ιλ
σ
��α, AM VI ), which
is why the Skeptical history of philosophy is not a linear one, nor an
exhaustive one. If Skeptical *στ
ρ�αmakes any sense, its goal would be to
present methodically all the reasons that we have to doubt the reliability
of philosophy. Hence, the Skeptical history of philosophy does not follow
a chronological order; its order is mostly logical and follows the logic
of opposition or equipollence. Sextus is writing as a musician writes,
not a symphony, but a diaphony, or a cacophony, which should lead to
Skeptical silence.

This peculiarity of Skepticism has a consequence which is empha-
sized by Sextus himself: to be a Pyrrhonian, one should have a solid
philosophical culture in order to contradict one’s adversary.94 This kind
of philosophical culture was probably already in the program of the
New Academy’s curriculum:95 argumentation in utramque partem pre-
supposes knowing and being able to develop a philosophical point of
view on each side of a discussion. The physician model used by Sextus at
PH III , where he describes how the “Skeptics propound arguments
which differ in strength,” puts the Skeptic in a similar situation. To pro-
duce equipollence he has to put forward a counter-argument as strong
as his opponent’s argument. In such a situation, the Skeptic has to be
able to refute any thesis, whether weak or strong, defended by the Dog-
matist.96 For this reason Sextus’ work is a veritable patchwork of argu-
ments, a collage of positions and theses which are not held by the person
who is writing this history. This does not mean that Sextus has no style,
but that his style is also made of the exogenous materials he is organiz-
ing.97

This characteristic can also explain some of the incoherence within
the kind of Skepticism Sextus is using, namely, the coexistence of a rustic
and an urbane form of Skepticism.98 For example, it seems natural that

94 Cf. AM I . As Emidio Spinelli has suggested to me, this Skeptical quality can be
linked with the μεγαλ
�υε5ς τ�ν �ν�ρDπων mentioned by Sextus at PH I .

95 Cf. DL IV .
96 Cf. Barnes (), .
97 In the field of the arts, Sextus’ style of writing could perhaps be compared to Karl

Kraus’ Last Days of Mankind or to the third movement of Berio’s Sinfonia.
98 Cf. Barnes (), : “The rustic Pyrrhonist has no beliefs whatsoever:he directs

+π
,� towards every issue that may arise. The second type of Scepticism I shall call urbane
Pyrrhonism. The urbane Pyrrhonist is happy to believe most of the things that ordinary
people assent to in the ordinary course of events: he directs +π
,� towards a specific
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Sextus does not use the same kind of arguments in the case of AM I–VI,
simply because the dogmatism in discussion is not the same. In PH and
AM VII–XI Sextus is fighting against philosophical dogmatism, which
seems to be the worst form of dogmatism for him insofar as he promotes
an aphilosophical life. His arguments and refutation have to be violent
and radical, they need a kind of rustic Skepticism.99 But for the arts
(τ',ναι) criticized in AM I–VI, the situation is different. These arts, even
those criticized by Sextus, are not all theoretical and dogmatic. Sextus’
criticisms are only directed against the desire to make a theory of these
arts, since he regularly tries to exclude as a target the part of these arts
which can be connected to daily life and natural reflection.100 For this
reason, in that treatise Sextus does “not want to appear to be Skeptical
at every turn” (AM I ). As a good doctor, Sextus has a plurality of
styles. One of his goals is to induce +π
,�, but he knows that this mainly
depends on who he is talking to. For this reason, too, Sextus can make
a distinction between two ways of refutation: at AM V  he remarks
that there is a way which is “more dogmatic” (δ
γματικDτερ
ν) and an
way which is “more aporetic” (�π
ρητικDτερ
ν). The more dogmatic
way implies a thesis, for example in the case of music, that music is not
necessary to be happy, which is a thesis assumed by an Epicurean like
Philodemus or by Diogenes the Cynic. For its part, the more aporetic
way destroys the musical art (AM VI –).101 Hence, in Sextus’ work
there is no “schizophrenia”102 which could correspondto different phases
of the history of Pyrrhonism or to different historical phases in Sextus’
thought.103 It is likely that this kind of analysis misses the point of
Sextus’ historical writing style. His style, connected to the fact that he
is always arguing in a dialectical way, allows him to use different kinds
of skepticism without any kind of schizophrenia. Being at the end of the

target—roughly speaking, towards philosophical and scientific matters. Thus the rustics
hotly reject everything, while the urbane coolly dismiss the rash claims of the soi-disant
savants.”

99 See for instance Agrippa’s five modes at PH I –.
100 This is why Sextus accepts grammatistic (“the general sort of expertise of writing

and reading”, AM I ), a certain kind of astronomy (AM V –), even a certain kind
of rhetoric (AM II –), and a certain kind of music (AM VI ). Cf. Fortuna (),
Barnes (), , Spinelli (), ff.

101 See Philodemus, On Music, IV col. , – and, for the Cynics, DL VI .
102 For the “schizophrenia” of Sextus, see Desbordes (), , Barnes (), –,

and Bett ().
103 Cf. Bett (), xiiff. For a critical analysis of this interpretation, see Annas ().
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history of ancient Pyrrhonism, Sextus has at his disposal those different
forms of skepticism and can use them depending on the dogmatic thesis
he is targeting.

. Conclusion

The three aspects of Sextus’writing style which have been examined show
that in his work we can find some elements inspired by Pyrrho’s position
on language and philosophical writing. However, he does not endorse
Pyrrho’s radical solution, nor Timon’s original and pleasant way of writ-
ing, since his extant works show a very elaborate use of philosophical
writing. To conclude, we can answer one of our first questions: why does
Sextus write? Why does Sextus make the effort of composing a philo-
sophical work when his aim is, in a way, to exit from philosophy or to
return to the innocence of daily life and its intuitive way to pose and solve
problems?104 It seems that Sextus was aware of one problem: our natural
tendency to dogmatize. Skepticism could not exist if dogmatism did not
exist.105 Skepticism does consciously need dogmatism; dogmatism is its
reason to exist just as diseases are medicine’s reason to exist. Therefore,
the Skeptic’s writings are linked to the temporal existence of the Dogma-
tist. Convinced by his own experience that he found happiness when he
stopped believing dogmatic theses, the Skeptic wants to show the Dog-
matists that they are increasing their own misfortune. By the narration
of his own affect, Sextus tries to show the Dogmatists that another way of
thinking is possible; by a methodical exposition of his argumentation and
refutation he shows that his principle—equipollence—is efficient; by his
Skeptical history of philosophy he gives a rich picture of the opposition
of theses.

Regarding the question of the homogeneity of the Pyrrhonian tradi-
tion, what can we conclude about Sextus’ writing style? Of course, Sex-
tus has changed the relationship between the Pyrrhonian philosopher
and philosophical discourse. He does not restrict himself to the apha-
sic position of Pyrrho. However, his sophisticated strategy of writing
expresses something in common with Pyrrho: the aim to put an end

104 On this aim, see Thorsrud ().
105 Cf. PH I , –, and AM I –, where Sextus describes how a Skeptic is a

disappointed Dogmatist.
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to dogmatic discourse. So, on this matter, the difference between Pyrrho
and neo-Pyrrhonism is that Sextus seems more conscious of the para-
doxical fact that only discourse can put an end to discourse.106
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